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Abstract

The data storage system is central in determining the performance and cost in
data mining or ITS. As the computing power of servers has increasedso have
the problems caused by the bottlenecks from slower storage protocol interfaces,
which restrict data throughput and the accessing raw data from the physical
storage systems. This paper presented new big data storage architecture to
optimize the efficiency of data mining or mass surveillance by integrating a
distributed and embedded searching engine inside each storage drive. By inte-
grating the intrinsic search engine (iSearch) into the core controller chip some
of the work of searching for patterns and keywords takes place inside the drive
freeing up resources of a higher level host and ultimately the server. Only those
drives, in which the expected pattern or keywords were detected, are analyzed
by the higher level host. Not only does iSearch free up the server for other high
level computing tasks it also helps preserve as the bandwidth of the big data
storage interface.
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1. Introduction

A disk array is used for computer servers or data centers. Increasingly cloud
based applications and websites are placing ever greater demands on big storage
systems. Intelligent-Transportation System (ITS) is one of the best applications
for surveillance and is widely deployed in this fast growing vertical market [1][2].
Today’s data bases are growing at exponential rates and tomorrows data storage
systems will need to grow exponential to accommodate them. At the same time,
cloud computing is seeking higher data processing abilities. High-quality infor-
mation is typically derived through the devising of patterns and trends through
means such as statistical pattern learning [3][4]. ITS or mass surveillance is try-
ing to process huge files composed of video based information rather than that
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of text, file or document. For example, facer recognition technology is trying
to detect and recognize a criminal wanted by the law enforcement among the
thousands of people who are walking through a railway station or airport[5-9].

All these systems rely on disk arrays to store the raw data, and support
the servers to search and analyze these raw data at higher and higher levels
of performance. Fig.1 is a simplified architecture revealing a typical big data
storage system. Redundant array of inexpensive disks (RAID) is the fundamen-
tal technology to provide data reliability and recover data from any disk errors
[10]. Here RAID-5 is shown as an example. Disk 5 is a redundant disk for the
parity. Each basic disk array (BDA) consists of five drives. The disk arrays are
used to construct larger storage space by high level RAID and finally connected
to servers by data switcher [11]. Each server has its own buffer to access the
whole storage system. The serviers job is to load and the process this buffered
information.

The searching process is executed as a server loading data from every disk
and comparing data in the buffer, shown in Fig. 2. Assume each drive has the
capacity of CDisk in Fig. 1, and the number of BDA is N . The total capacity
of this disk array CDA is

CDA = 4× CDisk ×N (1)

A single drive has a high speed interface such as ATA (Advanced Technology
Attachment), Serial ATA (SATA) [12] , PCI (Peripheral Component Intercon-
nect) or PCI Express (PCIE), etc. Assume SATA-III interface with 6 Giga bit
per second (Gb/s) bus speed is applied here, a single drive’s throughput is 600
Mega Byte per second (MB/s), which is the ideal speed without the discount of
bus overhead, spindle speed of a hard disk drive (HDD) or programming wait
period of a solid state drive (SSD). It takes time TDisk to transfer the data in
the whole disk to the RAID controller.

A basic disk array of RAID-5 can be PCIE interface. Assume PCIE-III
interface applied with four lanes, BDA has the bus speed as fast as 3.2GB/s,
which is faster than the striping speed of the five drives. It takes time TDA to
transfer all the data in a disk array. The top interface connected to a server
should be fast enough to match the whole system performance, such as multi-
port 10Gb/s Ethernet or 40Gb/s Fiber Channel. It takes time TSW to transfer
all the data to the server buffer.

A big data storage system may have a scale of thousands of drives. For
example, if a data base’s size CTotal is 100 petabyte, it may be built up with
100,000 drives and each drive has 1 terabyte (TB) density. It is not simple to
calculate the data load time by a formula of TDisk, TDA and TSW because of
parallel accessing.

If the server access the database by the speed of SLoad, it will take time
TLoad to load raw data into buffer for searching:

TLoad =
CTotal

SLoad
(2)
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The serve executes the search operation, and it takes time TCom which is
the function of processor’s speed SCom

TCom =
CTotal

SCom
(3)

Finally, it task time Tsys to complete the target search:

TLoad = CTotal(
1

SLoad
+

1

SCom
) (4)

Here, if the bottleneck is happened at the interface of BDA, SLoad is 3.2GB/s,
then TLoad is calculated as 31,250 seconds. This is not a practical parameter
in any systems. This is the original methodology to do big data mining. Many
advanced technologies have been developed to improve it [8]. The basic idea
is to reduce the data loaded into buffer. For example, file systems and indexes
were applied to re-allocate the searching space. There were many algorithms
presented and and proven efficient [14]. Applied with these technologies, the
final result was so successful that the data mining or online website searching
could be carried out in several seconds or minutes in most cases.

However, these methods were mostly developed as software algorithms and
the server’s computing resource was regarded as endless or free. This is not
the real world. In the real world, neither the computing capability of a server’s
processors nor the buffer (cache) size is infinite. It is better to consider that
both software and hardware methods are executed at the same time to reach
the optimized result.

This paper presented a hardware method to reduce the raw data which a
server has to directly deal with by distributed and embedded hardware searching
engine in all the drives. For the sake of analysis please assume there are no file
systmes, indeses or other software methods involved. So the new structure,
shown in Fig. 2, can directly be deduced from the diagram in Fig. 1.

2. STORAGE SYSTEM WITH HARDWARE SEARCH ENGINES

The storage system architecture in Fig. 3 has the same blocks as that shown
in Fig. 1. The difference is that each disk is no longer only a pure storage drive
but also is embedded with the intelligent function of “searching”. The first
hard disk drive invented was really a pure data storage device. Although there
was micro-processor unit (MPU) embedded inside a drive to take care of ATA
command sets as well as the workload of management, this MPU or the device
controller had never been assigned to any intelligent tasks other than storage.

The searching process was regarded as two parts shown in Fig. 4. The
primary searching was running inside each drive independently, and no data was
necessary to be load or read into server buffer. The primary searching reduced
the searching range by hardware. Then the secondary searching running by the
server itself focused on the locations reported by the primary searching with
higher efficiency
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It is possible that a SSD controller is embedded with a hardware engine
which can monitor or detect indexes, keywords or patterns on the main data
bus without disturbance to the data stream. This type of search engine can
match the speed of the data throughput so no performance discount will be
caused.

A SSD unit with intrinsic search (iSearch) engine can load (read) data into its
own buffer while detecting the indexes, keywords or patterns. It is not necessary
to transfer the data for a single disk to its higher level host. A host’s first step is
to issue the target contents, i.e. indexes, keywords or patterns, to all the lower
level storage drives, and check the result reported from these drives.

Not all drives will detect and find the target contents in its stored raw data.
For example, in Fig.2, Disk 4 in Basic Disk Array 2 reported no target contents
detected. Such kind of disk is called irrelevant drive. Those drives, which were
reported that iSearch engine found the contents, are called relevant drives. All
irrelevant drives were primary searched by iSearch engine and judged no content
potentially the server was looking for, thus, it was not necessary for a server to
read and compare the stored information in these drives.

YDrive is defined as the ratio of relevant drives in a BDA. If RDrive is the
number of relevant drives in a BDA, YDrive is calculated as

YDrive =
RDrive

Total Drive Number
(5)

For RAID-5, there are 5 drives in a BDA, so

YDrive =
RDrive

5
(6)

There is one additional drive for parity, so the maximum number of relevant
drive is 4, and. YDrive ≤ 0.8. When YDrive = 0.8, it means that all drives
in the BDA have no target contents detected, and such kind of BDA is called
irrelevant BDA, shown as BDA N in Fig. 2. A server can ignore any read or
compare activity to an irrelevant BDA and all disks inside this BDA.

As mentioned in Section I, some software algorithms were also developed
with the similar functions, such as minimizing YDrive and predicting the target
locations. For example, managing an index table for the database, or developing
the database with dedicated structure, was proven practical, and actually widely
applied. These methods all took a server’s computing or buffer resource as well
as the communication or peripheral bandwidth. Here, iSearch can carry out
the primary searching without server resource involved. This will released more
server capability in system level from being exhausted in data search, data
collection, storage and communications.

Furthermore, it is not necessary for a server to dig the whole relative drive,
only a certain range located at the address of every detected pattern need to
be reloaded and compared. Assume this data size for secondary search step
is Dsize and the detected points in a disk is NDetect, the total secondary data
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volume should be search in total N basic disk arrays:

Dserver =

RDrive∑

i=1

(

5∑

j=1

Dijsize ×NijDetect) (7)

So the total searching time T ∗
Load is

T ∗
Load = DServer(

1

SLoad
+

1

SCom
) (8)

Therefore, the new method’s search time compared with the original methods
is

T ∗
Load

TLoad
=

DServer

CTotal
< 1 (9)

The less the target contents are distributed in drives, the shorter the search
time will be. If the target contents are sparse, iSearch engine can provide highly
efficient primary search results.

3. DESIGN A REAL EVALUATION DISK ARRAY

Fig. 5 is a SSD structure in which there is only a SSD controller and a group
of flash memories. Most of the flash memory chips by the major global vendors
are applicable. The interface is assumed SATA. Actually it can be any one of
common storage interfaces, such as SCSI, IDE, SATA, PCI/PCIE, etc.

A single drive (disk) in Fig. 5 can execute search function inside the disk
by the embedded iSearch engine. Its diagram is shown in Fig. 5. A host side
controller is actually a device interface to be connected with a host. As discussed
in Section I, it is SATA device controller as a typical case. The main controller
has a core embedded micro-processor unit (MPU) with its peripheral registers
or state-machines dedicated to configure the whole disk, set parameters for
physical layer circuits and some storage oriented features such as S.M.A.R.T.,
i.e. Self-Monitoring, Analysis and Reporting Technology. It also takes care
of iSearch engine by loading the target items, such as keywords and patterns,
and reporting the result detected. The data storage controller transfer data to
and from the media by driving spindles in HDD. The data storage controller
changed the function in SSD to manage NAND flash memory chips by wear-
leveling algorithms and error correction coding (ECC) [15].

The iSearch engine’s only function is to search the targets contents (here
keywords or patterns are applied for the evaluation purpose) in the data stream
transferring though the high speed bus inside a storage controller. There are
group of content detectors inside iSearch engine. Therefore, a group of vectors
can be searched independently in parallel. Fig. 6 shows multiple patterns
detectors searching patterns on the bus between storage controller and a drive’s
buffer.

A pattern or keyword detectorshown in Fig. 7, latches data from the bus
and compares them with the latched contents. The result is reported to MPU.
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In order to verify the proposed architecture, a SSD unit with SATA interface
was designed based on Fig. 5. The storage media is an array of flash memory
chips as shown Fig. 8. The data stream is stripped to multiple flash channels
which are accessed in parallel to achieve the high speed matching that of SATA
interface, up to 300MB/s for SATA-II protocol.

4. RESULT

A real storage system was built to evaluate the iSearch function and effi-
ciency. A server was applied by running data search function, i.e. keyword
search, to simulate the simple data mining operation.

Because iSearch engine is hardware based, FPGA (Field Programmable Gate
Array) was firstly applied to setup the SSD disk with embedded iSearch engines
but its timing parameter caused the bottleneck of performance for high speed
throughput. Finally, a SSD controller was designed and turned into a real silicon
chip with 110nm semiconductor process. Fig. 9(a) is an effect picture of single
SSD with iSearch and Fig. 9(b) is a photo of a 2.5” SSD board mounted with
the real silicon chip. A disk array with 24 SSD slots in a 2U standard rack is
shown in Fig. 9(c).

The lab test was done by applying 24 iSearch embedded SSD units, and the
basic performance, shown in Fig.10, was close to 1GB/s matching the maximum
speed of the iSCSI interface connected by 10Gb/s Ethernet with a server.

The disk array was built up with 24 SSD units, and each unit had 1TB
density. A 24TB data base was loaded to run the evaluation program. A
complete search without iSearch engine involved is about 24 seconds according
to formula (4). The curve of Original Method in Fig. 11 is the result when there
were no iSearch engines enabled. The curve of test1 and test2 in Fig. 11 show
the different curves when the target contents distributed in different density.
All the target contents were distributed evenly in all the drives for the curve
of test1, the search time was 5.5ms in average. When all the target contents
distributed in the first RAID5 array, other array’s YDrive was 0. The serve only
need to search the first RAID5 array. So the search time is reduced. From these
curves, it reveals that

(1) The original methods took the longest time, around 24 seconds. iSearch
engines reduced the searching time to 5.5ms.

(2) With iSearch engines, the more target contents were distributed in database,
the more times it took to found all these locations. The curve was almost
linear.

(3) If the target contents were very popular distributed in the database,
the iSearch efficiency became worse, and finally reduced to the original
method.
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A real silicon SSD controller chip was designed with embedded iSearch en-
gines and applied to build a disk array for big data storage system. The search
engines were distributed in each SSD unit. A server could issue primary search
tasks to these engines and put them into parallel searching inside each drive
without transferring data to a server. The preliminary search actions, finished
by iSearch engines, helped a server to do the secondary searching more accu-
rately and much less data accessing to the database. Therefore, iSearch engines
built in each storage drive can make the data mining or data analysis faster in
hardware method. This research work is still in its early stages. The next step
is to combine with a real database and its optimized indexes or file systems,
which is proven to work well as a software method. The ultimate objective is to
find the optimal combination of software and hardware searching methods for
the mining of big data.
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Figure 1: A simplified big data storage architecture.
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Figure 2: The flowchart of searching.
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Figure 3: A Storage System with Distributed iSearch Engines.
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Figure 4: The flowchart of data searching with iSearch engines.
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Figure 5: A single drive with iSearch engine embedded.
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Figure 6: The iSearch engine is a group of pattern detectors.
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Figure 7: The structure of a pattern detector.
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Figure 8: A single drive with iSearch engine embedded.
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Figure 9: The real Silicon chip and SSD board, and disk array.
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Figure 10: The performance test result of the disk array.
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Figure 11: Search time results.
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